November 2013
FRONT SEAT NEWS
MODEL T FORD CLUB of NORTHWEST OHIO, INC.

Jim Ballmer, Pres.; Bruce Klepinger, Vice-Pres.; Jack Putnam, Treas.; Gary Nau, Sec/Ed.
NEXT MEETING: Saturday, December 7th, 2013 – 6:00 at The Elks Club, 302 W. North Street,
Lima, Ohio.
The November meeting was called to order with 23 members and 7 guests in attendance at Jack
Putnam's shop.
Dirk Regter and Trudy Roorda presented a power point with a short video of their world tour in a
Model T. After the presentation, questions were asked, of which why of all cars the model T? Dirk
replied it was very dependable and easy to repair. The Model T is truly a remarkable car. You can
follow their progress at www.modeltworldtour.org
Bob Torbet motioned that the Northwest Club donate $150.00 dollars to the cause 2nd by Jim Cook,
passed by a unanimous ballot.
Rick Linder passed the hat as the “GREAT ASSESOR” Bob Torbet again suggested the audience
also give. An additional $220 was collected.
The club’s Christmas meeting will be held at the Elks Club, 302 W. North Street, Lima, Ohio. RSVP
to Bob Torbet at 419-227-3305 or rivit@woh.rr.com by Tuesday, December 2, 2013.
Jack and Marilyn provided snacks after the meeting; this was truly a great Model T gathering and will
be a lifelong memory for sure.
Sectary pro-tem
Bruce Klepinger
The club’s website has a Member’s Vehicle page. If you would like your car shown, send an
electronic version of the picture to Gary Nau (naugary@yahoo.com) or bring the picture to the next
meeting.
If you have any stories or pictures to share that could be included in the Front Seat News,
please let the secretary know. Remember that this club is dependent on its membership to make it
work. Everyone is invited and encouraged to put forward your thoughts and ideas to make this the
best Model T club in Ohio.
Respectfully submitted,

Gary Nau – Secretary
Web site: http://www.nwo-modelt.org/

Rick Linder shared his experience at the meeting with the email below.

I had the honor and privilege to meet Dirk and Trudy Regter from the Netherlands at an event last night
hosted by the Northern Ohio Model T Ford Club in Blufton, OH. Dick and Trudy are driving their
1915 Ford, get this - AROUND THE WORLD!!!!!
While some modifications were done to beef up the wheels, body, bearings, and engine - it is still a
Model T. The Regters have completed 28,000 miles already and were on their way to Texas when they
stopped for the night in Bluffton. Dirk did a 10,000 mile warm up a few years ago by driving from the
Netherlands, thru Russian, and eventually ending in China with little trouble and that event helped raise
money to build a school and another building for children.
This tour, while monumental in scope, is also to raise money for orphaned children all over the world.
I am attaching a flyer they gave out so you may follow their adventure. The website is
www.ModelTworldtour.org Note the handmade turning globe made by their daughter as a radiator
cap.

We were treated to a fifteen minute slide show of how the Ford was prepared for the terrible roads
overseas. Yes, we have no idea of what a "bad" road is here. During their "Warm Up" tour thru
Russia, Mongolia, and China part of the rear fenders broke off due to the harsh conditions. Mr. Regter
made angle iron braces for all the fenders and additional supports. I have never felt a Model T fender
that was so solid. Literally, this Ford could be dropped off the roof and it would only just bounce.
I will share some pics I took, and wish I could show you the five minute video of their travels thru
Africa. They hope to write a book in the future and I certainly want a copy.
Enjoy,
Rick

Additional pictures from the meeting.

I am looking for articles from members of projects they are working on, places they have been with
their car, stories about their car, or anything you think the other members might find interesting. What
you send me does not have to be print ready. Just a simple e-mail telling the story or supplying the
details (with or without pictures) and I’ll rewrite it into the newsletter format then send you a proof
copy to read before it is published. If you have anything that you feel I could use in the newsletter
please email it to naugary@yahoo.com or bring what you have to the next meeting.

